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Leading Nordic blasting and vibration
consultants will be renamed as Forcit Consulting
Oy Finnrock Ab (FI), Bergsäker AB (SE) and Bergcon AS (NO) are all leading consultants in their countries
for rock and ground excavation works, mining and especially in monitoring environmental impacts like
vibration, noise and dust. All companies are owned by Forcit group and form already the world’s largest
consulting group in their field of expertise. All consulting companies will adopt the new name Forcit
Consulting (Oy/AB/AS) on 15th of September 2020 in order to enable full international co-operation
across organization and thus support the continuous growth and development strategy. This will,
furthermore, benefit our projects and customers through the supply of wider services and an access to
a broad network of experts, resources and service locations.

Same professionals, new name, enlarged service area
Names of all companies will be changed and at the same time the wide service offering will be further
enlarged as all services will be available throughout the Nordics more easily than previously. Handling
of daily business will however continue as normal through current contacts offering high quality service.
In addition to current blasting and other ground excavation projects, Forcit Consulting will offer more
services in the future also to new applicable business areas such as demolition and mining industry.
Firms are also able to offer expert services to contractors and operators working in another Nordic
Country away from home.
The first Forcit Consulting company was started in 1970 and thus the group is currently celebrating its
50th anniversary. Forcit Consulting group has over 120 employees in 20 offices throughout Sweden,
Finland and Norway. The group operates over 2500 top of the class environmental monitoring devices,
like vibration, air pressure, nose and dust monitors, all connected to a highly developed online
measurement and reporting system for swift and accurate feedback and analysis.
Forcit Consulting companies are owned by Forcit group founded 1893 in Finland.
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